
“Manufacturers worry about 
standard costs and lot-number 
costs. They usually can’t get 
visibility into either of these to 
a very high degree with their 
existing platforms, yet these are 
functions that NetSuite handles 
deftly.” Mark Baker, Partner, Starling Solutions, Inc.

Whether they’re developing formulas for a new 
line of beauty creams, coming up with recipes for 
new packaged foods or conducting quality control 
on 55-gallon-drums filled with chemicals, process 
manufacturers must follow strict guidelines and 
adhere to established standards when developing 
and making their products.

These requirements intensified in 2020, when the 
global pandemic put an even brighter spotlight 
on the need for product tracing, tracking and 
accountability. When global supply chain issues 
ensued, manufacturers also found themselves 
having to tighten up their inventory management 
processes in the midst of an economic recession. 
Facing thinner profit margins, labor shortages and 
reduced factory throughputs due to new social 
distancing requirements, companies were dealing 
with a perfect storm of issues all at once.
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Getting It Right the First Time
Accurately tracking product formulations, 
maintaining regulatory compliance, determining 
total product costs and managing HAZMAT 
documentation requirements are just some of 
the key responsibilities of every food, beverage 
and chemical manufacturer. Producing many of 
the goods that we use and/or consume on a daily 
basis, these companies must strike a balance 
between ever-changing regulatory requirements 
and their own long-term financial viability.

For most, that means complying with the 
Environmental Protection Agency (for emissions, 
spills and toxic materials), the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (for workplace health 
and safety) and the Department of Transportation 
(for the storage, use and transport of chemicals) 
requirements. Compliance is critical and often 
falls squarely on the shoulders of the companies 
manufacturing the goods (e.g. the Toxic 
Substances Chemical Act (TSCA) of 1976 places the 
responsibility of compliance on producers).

Managing these complexities in today’s 
unpredictable business environment requires 
robust, enterprise software that can handle 
formulation tracking, product tracing, product 
costing, regulatory compliance, logistics and 
complete financial management. In the absence 
of a unified system to manage these and other 
intricacies, chemical and food manufacturers 
are left to run their businesses using manual, 
disparate and disconnected technology.

A Simplified User Experience
A family of SuiteApps, Blend ERP by Starling 
Solutions is the first and only NetSuite application to 
be purpose-built for batch manufacturing, formula/
recipe management and HAZMAT documentation. 
The application allows companies to address 
their unique manufacturing requirements—and 
the intricacies of their production and shipping 
processes—within NetSuite, and without the need 
for external software or ad hoc manual workarounds.

The five modules include:

• Formula/recipe management

• Batch manufacturing

• Quality control

• HAZMAT documentation

• Safety Data Sheet (SDS) management

The modules are available as a group or 
on a piecemeal basis, with most software 
implementations taking under 30 days (for existing 
NetSuite users) or around three to four months  
(for new ERP implementations).

Blend ERP lets process manufacturers operate on a 
cloud ERP solution that puts financials and operational 
integrity first. Highly configurable, the application 
can be modified to suit a company’s unique needs 
according to:

• Units of measure

• Finished goods packaging requirements

• Component yield
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• Product naming conventions

• Manufacturing tank volumes

• User roles and permissions

• Formula and recipe modifications

• Product types

• Container types

• HAZMAT jurisdictions

• Printed material (e.g. batch work orders, bill of 
lading, certificate of analysis, etc.)

Improving Efficiencies,  
Supercharging Production
Blend ERP Batch Manufacturing optimizes 
batches for greater manufacturing efficiency, 
reduces errors, tightens quality controls and 
eliminates patchwork software systems, while the 
Global HAZMAT Documentation module prepares 
all documents with one click, allows for easy 
configuration of HAZMAT details by item and 
produces all of the related documentation (e.g. 
BOLs and shipping papers) on-demand.

Using the SDS Management module, process 
manufacturers can manage effective and 
expiration dates, use system-generated 
notifications prior to expiration, attach SDS 
documents to specific transactions, update those 
documents with a single click and then print out 
the associated SDSs along with the transactions or 
shipping paperwork.

“Blend ERP is like a supercharger for process 
manufacturing,” said Baker, who sees the costing 
module as a particularly critical tool, based on the 
related challenges outlined earlier.

Company Snapshot

Company: Starling Systems, Inc.

Industry: NetSuite integration and implementation partner

Location: Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

Solution: Blend ERP for food, beverage and chemical 
process manufacturers
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